
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

January 19, 2023 
 
MARKET SUMMARY 
 
Weekly milk collections in France have fallen back below a year ago. Massive flooding  
in parts of California is reducing milk production on some farms. Farmers in China are 
threatening to dump milk or slaughter cows. That all sounds bullish, but the actual  
impacts look small compared to the growth in production everywhere else.  
The continued collapse in EU prices suggests domestic demand is weak and the market is 
trying hard to find buyers. I’ve been focused on Chinese demand as the lynchpin for price 
direction, and while it remains very important, demand inside the EU might be just as 
important for price direction right now. EU production is obviously important too, but 
we’re more certain about how production is doing and where it is going than what is 
happening with EU demand. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 



 

What you need to know: 
 
• GDT Pulse WMP was unchanged, but SGX futures are pointing toward a decline next week  
 
• Nov. AU exports were better than expected, but still down 15.6% from last year  
 
• An oversupply of milk in China?  
 
• Flooding in California has not caused widespread problems for dairy  
 

 

 
 
 
*This report is an abbreviated version of our weekly Udder Intelligence report that has 
been exclusively produced for Schreiber Foods customer stones. StoneX Dairy Market  
The insight team is spread across the US, Europe, and Asia. We produce daily, weekly, and 
monthly reports covering the supply, and demand prices of dairy products around the 
world. We work hard to help you understand, simplify, and succeed.  
Understand – Global supply and demand drive dairy prices. Working across the globe, our 
team tracks, models, and forecasts supply, demand, and prices across all the major dairy 
exporting regions, as well as dozens of importing countries. This provides you with critical 
insights into the important drivers behind dairy prices.  

 
 
 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

SHELL EGGS  

 
Atlanta, GA    Thu. Jan 19, 2023, USDA Market News   
   
SHELL EGGS: Daily National Egg Market-at-a-Glance  
 
California and regional prices are steady.  New York prices are down 8 cents for larger  

sizes and 3 cents lower for Medium.  The undertone is steady to weak.  Offerings are light to 

moderate.  Supplies are moderate to instances light.  Retail demand is seasonally moderate.  

while food services are light to moderate.  Market activity is moderate.  Breaking stock 

floor stocks are light to moderate; breaking schedules are normal.  Light-type fowl offerings 

are moderate for the 

light to moderate 

demand. 

 
SOURCE: USDA 
Livestock, Poultry & 
Grain Market News 
Division 
        Atlanta, GA 
404.562.5850 email:  
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The spot resin markets were a bit slower than expected this past week, as demand did not 
follow through from the aggressive start to 2023. Still, spot resin prices moved another 
$.01-.03/lb higher as spot monomer continued to rally. Polypropylene was still busy, but 
there was a lack of buyer enthusiasm for Polyethylene which had sapped some of the 
burgeoning upward pricing momentum. While there was a steady flow of buyer inquiries, 
some deals that seemed likely simply did not find completion. The flow of resin offers also 
was light, prime domestic railcars mostly remained absent from the spot market, though 
several groups of off-grade PE and PP were made available late in the week at higher 
prices. The significantly reduced resin production rates, which has been in place since 
September, has brought about a very noticeable lack of supply. This issue would be even 
more apparent if demand was not lackluster. 
 
 



 

Aside from the more energetic Polypropylene buying, another bright spot was in the export 
market, which saw substantial buying interest coming from China as their borders re-
opened, welcoming tourists and business again. Latin American demand for US resin has 
also increased due to minimal offers, and at higher prices, from Asian suppliers, supported 
by rising Asian feedstock costs and local demand. Exports were also aided by the falling 
value of the US Dollar. Much of the startup and transitional resin coming from Gulf area 
reactors that were impacted by Winter Storm Elliott in late Dec found happy homes 
offshore to the delight of producers, keeping the material off of the domestic spot market. 
Increased export demand at rising prices has raised the floor for good off-grade and prime 
resin in Houston too, providing suppliers with options other than low-ball domestic bids, 
encouraging sellers’ more passive stance which first became notable about 6 weeks ago. 
We expect to see a lull in demand from Asia the next couple of weeks, just ahead of and 
during Chinese New Year. 
 
Spot Polyethylene trading this past week left something to be desired; while exports have 
turned even hotter, our domestic trading activity was lighter than it might have been 
considering two Force Majeure declarations, which mostly affect HDPE resins, particularly 
low-flow blow molding and extrusion grade materials. So at a minimum spot, Polyethylene 
prices held their recent gains, while HDPE prices jumped as much as $.03/lb this past week. 
Some market participants were still returning from holidays, which could excuse some lax 
demand, and it was late in the week before off-grade PE railcar offers began to flow in more 
volume which were priced $.02-.03/lb higher compared to several weeks ago. With another 
month of reduced resin reactor rates under producers’ belts and another huge 
corresponding inventory drawdown in December, solid export demand providing 
producers with incremental options for spot supply, and as much as an $.08/lb price 
increase nominated for January, it’s really no surprise that prime railcars remained mostly 
elusive in the spot market. Limited volumes of domestic Prime PE cars were made available 
from distributors forecasts, but firmly priced up the Jan increase, at least for now. 
 
While all Polyethylene data has yet to be released by the American Chemistry Council, and 
we encourage those that desire actual figures to subscribe directly with the ACC, the 
preliminary December data currently available shows another month of significantly 
reduced Polyethylene production, massive exports which could prove to be a new record 
and another huge drawdown in producer inventories. For HDPE, production was the 
lightest in 15 months, exports were the highest since May 2020, and while domestic buyers 
procured their least amount since May 2020, it still generated the largest inventory 
drawdown since the Houston freeze of Feb 2021, which at the time sent HDPE prices 
soaring to all-time highs. After 5 months of sharp inventory drawdowns, Jan 2023 began 
with producers’ collective inventories at the lowest level since May 2021, just as producers 
were rebuilding post-freeze inventories. Although HDPE supply / demand dynamics are 
now categorically tight, we do not expect similar runaway pricing to ensue as there is 
plenty of capacity that can return online by producers.  
 
 
 



 

However, it does seem that after 3 months of domestic HDPE sales running an average of 
10% below the previous 12-month average, downstream inventories at the processor level 
are quite low, the supply/demand dynamic has turned outright bullish and the tipping 
point has been reached, at least for HDPE, so after a very long down leg of the pricing cycle, 
pricing power is likely returning back into the hands of producers. 
 
The spot Polypropylene market saw good activity, but was not stellar considering 
significant production including 2 outstanding Force Majeure declarations, shrinking spot 
supplies, and rapidly rising monomer costs. According to preliminary data released by the 
ACC, and again please subscribe to the ACC directly for actual figures, Polypropylene 
production remained curtailed through the end of 2022; reactors only ran around two-
thirds of capacity in Dec, and it was the 4th consecutive month running below three-
quarters capacity. However, domestic PP sales continued to lag in December, it was the 
lowest since Feb 2014, and sales these past 4 months averaged more than 10% below the 
previous 12-month average. Rarely have we ever seen such poor domestic sales extend for 
4 straight months? Some of the slack demand can be attributed to slow throughput due to 
poor consumer demand, though much of the reduced purchases were also due to 
processors’ efforts to draw down both their finished goods and on-hand resin inventories. 
Export sales remained strong throughout 4Q, they tallied roughly twice the trailing 12-
month average and averaged around 5% of total PP sales, all told, producers’ collective 
Polypropylene inventories were reduced by more than 20% during 4Q, but technically still 
remain ample compared to domestic demand. 
 
As we entered 2023, it seemed that domestic processors might have been caught short due 
to lack of purchases and would need to return to the market to replenish their resin stocks. 
However, as the calendar turned to Jan, spot PGP costs took off to the upside, finishing this 
past week at $.395/lb, which points to an imminently sharp contract increase in the vicinity 
of $.10/lb. With PGP prices rapidly rising and no telling whether they would accelerate 
further in Jan, contract buyers face a quandary, there is a need to buy, but midway through 
the month, their ultimate Jan contract price was unknown, and the currently projected 
cost-push dime alone was already a tough pill to swallow. The forward PGP curve shows 
that supplies related to PDH production disruptions would last through Feb and into Mar, 
and delays are always possible. Some PP buyers will try to wait out this run-up in price, in 
hopes that it will subside before their silos are empty, while some savvy buyers have 
already rushed to the spot market to scoop up the well-priced resin that remains. 
 
While spot PP sales have indeed improved, there is still relatively sharp-priced resin 
available as suppliers eager for orders have been willing to deal with, though their cheaper 
costs supplies have been dwindling and replacement costs have clearly been rising. If the 
pending Jan cost-push price increase were only a few cents, the pain would be easier to 
accept, and we would expect a huge month for contract orders, but a dime could be too 
much too fast, so ultimate contract demand might remain off stride again in Jan, and 
domestic demand would pent up further. In addition to the pending cost-push price 
increase, PP producers have nominated a $.03/lb margin expansion which could offset or 
negate the $.03/lb margin decrease buyers sought in Dec. It all gets a little murky amid a 
non-market price adjustment some major indices are currently putting forth. It is still very 



 

early in the new year, but 2023 is already starting out quite interesting. As the Jan PP price 
increase, which is currently gravitating towards a dime, becomes more real, we expect a 
surge of spot Polypropylene demand. Give us a call, click or send an email as our trading 
desk is waiting to serve you with prime and good off-grade truckloads and railcars at a 
known and confirmed price. 
 
Activity in the monomer markets was robust, volume was heavy, and prices moved higher. 
Ethylene took the leadership role this week over its sister monomer PGP. Strength was 
seen Monday afternoon when Jan Ethylene exchanged hands at $.205/lb, a penny higher 
than its previous settlement. On Tuesday morning two more deals were struck for Jan 
Ethylene at $.205/lb, the market then ticked higher again, and Jan ownership swapped 
hands three times at $.21/lb, a deal for Feb delivery was also noted at $.205/lb. Over in 
Louisiana, Jan Ethylene deals were finalized twice at $.185/lb and then twice more at 
$.19/lb, before returning to $.185/lb again on Wednesday. A deal swapping delivery 
locations between TX and LA for Jan Ethylene was also seen Wednesday with a $.025/lb 
premium attached to TX material. Participants then focused mainly on deliveries in TX, Jan 
Ethylene was again inked twice around $.21/lb, a deal for Feb Ethylene was completed at 
$.2075/lb and a transaction for 2Q deliveries was finalized at $.20/lb. Friday brought 
several more deals, 2Q Ethylene deliveries were solidified twice at $.1975/lb, Jan was 
bartered at $.2125/lb, and a deal flipping Jan/Feb delivery timeframes was brokered with a 
half-cent premium attached to Jan. Spot Jan Ethylene moved up nearly $.0175/lb during the 
week to finish at $.21125/lb, a gain of more than 8%. Deferred contract months saw initial 
strength but the rally faltered by week’s end, and the forward curve dipped into a 
backwardation as prices for Jun ’23 and beyond were left hovering around $.195/lb. 
 
After more than a nickel gain to begin the year, Polymer Grade Propylene started this week 
with more offers than bids. By Tuesday afternoon, traders were able to match up on prices, 
spot Jan PGP exchanged hands at $.3775/lb, up a quarter-cent; a deal for 4Q deliveries was 
noted at $.37/lb. Activity ramped up on Wednesday, March PGP was executed at $.37/lb, 
Jan PGP was finalized several times at $.385/lb, while 4Q PGP transacted twice at $.37/lb. 
Jan PGP jumped again on Friday morning and it traded at $.3975/lb, lifting this month’s 
weighted average to $.39/lb, up $.015/lb for the week. Feb PGP was also done at $.395/lb. 
The weekly gains seen in both Jan and Feb outpaced the forwards and helped to flip the 
curve into a backwardation through June, as the deferred months through Dec lost nearly a 
cent. The continual recent price increases seen in PGP may be partially explained by the 
unplanned PDH unit shutdowns that took place in late 2022 by both Flint Hills in Houston, 
TX, and Enterprise in Mont Belvieu, TX which produce 658,000 MT/year and 750,000 
MT/year of Propylene respectively. Both are expected to remain inoperable for around the 
next 30 days. Though sufficient time remains for prices to be influenced, current spot levels 
indicate a significant rise for upcoming Jan PGP contracts, now approaching $.10/lb. 
 
The Energy complex was mixed during the week as WTI and Brent Crude Oil shrugged off a 
surprise build of 19 million bbls and rebounded amid a weakening dollar and growing 
demand out of China, while warmer weather drove Nat Gas lower. Feb WTI dropped to a 
low of $73.47/bbl on Monday and rose $6.64/bbl over the week to a high of $80.11/bbl by 
Friday. At the final bell, Feb WTI had dropped a bit under $80/bbl to close at $79.86/bbl for 



 

a weekly net gain of $6.09/bbl (+8.3%). Mar Brent futures followed the same path and set a 
low of $78.34/bbl on Monday, before driving back up $7.15/bbl to a high of $85.49/bbl on 
Friday. Mar Brent finished the week at $85.28/bbl, up $6.71/bbl (+8.5%). Feb Nat Gas took 
the opposite approach and set a high of $4.128/mmBtu on Monday before giving back 
$.774/mmBtu to hit a low of $3.384/mmBtu by Friday. Feb Nat Gas closed out the week at 
$3.429/mmBtu for a net loss of nearly $.30/mmBtu (-7.8%). NGLs were mixed for the 
second week of the year with Ethane extending its decline, losing nearly $.015/lb to 
$.259/gal ($.109/lb), while Propane continued to climb, adding another $.064/lb to 
$.797/gal ($.225/lb). 
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US REGULAR GASOLINE PRICES 
1/16/2023 $3.310/gallon 
1/09/2023  $3.259/gallon 
1/02/2023  $3.223/gallon 
 
+0.051 week ago 
+0.004 year ago 
 

US ON-HIGHWAY DIESEL FUEL PRICES 
1/16/2023 $4.524/gallon 
1/09/2023  $4.549/gallon 
1/02/2023  $4.583/gallon 

 
- 0.025 weeks ago  
+ 0.799 year ago  
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Weekly Market Highlights 
 

Wheat saw some strength early Tuesday as Russia announced its intent to limit exports in 
order to preserve domestic reserves; however, prices have ultimately edged their way 
lower this week as the grain areas continue to see precipitation and export demand is 
wavering. Per the USDA’s monthly WASDE report released last Thursday, U.S. wheat ending 
stocks came in at 571 million bushels on the report, a 4 mbu drop from December and 13 
mbu less than the trade estimate of 580 mbu. World stocks increased slightly. Winter 
wheat planted for this crop year improved to 36.95 million acres against a trade estimate of 
34.5 ma and a 2022 final of 33.3 ma. 

 
Facts on Flour 
 
Protein Quality  
Last week we discussed the characteristic of wheat flour protein to form gluten. So, if we 
buy flour with a higher protein content (quantity), can we back a better (quality) product? 
This is not always the case. High-quality, low-quantity protein flour will outperform a high-
quantity, low-quality flour in producing acceptable baked goods.  Whole wheat is a great 
example – it can have a protein quantity between 13.5 and 15 percent. This is a higher 
protein range than high-gluten flour (13.5 to 14.5 percent). Will the whole wheat flour 
outperform the high gluten? No. The bran and the germ are rich in non-gluten-forming 
protein, which will contribute to the overall protein quantity, not quality. In relative terms, 
protein quantity can be used as a predictor of the suitability of flour in specific baking 
applications. But the protein content of flour can be affected by many agronomic factors, 
such as the amount of rainfall, fertilizer usage, temperature stress, etc. A quality miller is 
going to balance protein quantity with the appropriate quality testing to prepare the best 
flours available for specific baking needs. So how do we measure protein quality? Just wait 
until next week! 



 

 

 

 
 
 
Rice 
 
Compared to the last report: Premiums were good with moderate demand. According to 
the US Drought Monitor on January 10, 2023, A series of atmospheric rivers (AR) led to 
heavy rain and high-elevation snow across parts of the West, especially across California. 
Precipitation totals exceeding 4 inches (liquid-equivalent) were widespread, and several 
areas in and near the Sierra Nevada, Cascades, and coastal ranges recorded over one foot of 
precipitation. Moderate to heavy precipitation was also common along the coast and in the 
higher elevations of the Pacific Northwest, some higher elevations in the central and 
northern Rockies, part of the upper Midwest, portions of the lower Mississippi Valley, the 
interior Southeast, and scattered locales across the Ohio Valley and the Northeast. 
Precipitation totals generally exceeded 1.5 inches and topped 4 inches in parts of the 
Southeast, central Utah, and the higher elevations in the Pacific Northwest. Much of the 
precipitation fell on areas experiencing dryness and drought, so across the country, 
improvement was much more common than deterioration. Mild temperatures prevailed 
across the country except where significant precipitation was observed in the northern 
Plains and Far West. Daily high temperatures averaged more than 12 deg. F above normal 
in central and southern Texas while daily low temperatures averaged 10 to 13 deg. F above 



 

normal across the Great Lakes, the Southeast, and the southern Plains. The next available 
Non-GMO/GE report will be January 20, 2023. 
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This information was brought to us by: 

 

TUNA 

Skipjack tuna prices for delivery in Bangkok, Thailand, in December, jumped over $100 per 
metric ton to $1,700/ton and above. “The high fuel costs mean the big purse seiners need at 
least $1,700/ton to make money” It seems all fishing in the Pacific has moved to the west 
since fish are not aggregating on fads in the east. Skipjack catches are down, of course, 
because of the lack of fishing effort. Traders don’t see any reason that the December price 
would drop for January due to lower catches and less supply in the Atlantic, Indian, and 
Eastern Tropical oceans. 

Raw Material Price 
SKJ = US $1,700$-1,750/ton 
YFN = US $1,900/ton 
Albacore = US $3,250/ton 
Tongol = US $2,000/ton 
 



 

MANDARIN ORANGE 

China – The Chinese mandarin harvest resumed in late October in the three major producing 
regions Hunan, Hubei, and Zhejiang. The crop is confirmed to be impacted by high 
temperatures during the summer resulting in significant volumes going to waste due to 
sunburned fruits, in addition to more fruit of smaller sizes due to the lack of rain. Volume for 
canning targeting the export market is very limited. Average reference price for Chinese 
canned mandarin 5% broken are reported to be ranged between $10.50-$11.50 per 24×11 
oz carton. The price would be about $1.00 per carton higher than prices reported during the 
processing season last year. 

Spain – The Spanish mandarin canning season resumed in Mid-November. Raw material 
supply for canning was initially projected at around 35,000-40,000 tons (this volume tends 
to be stable every year). However, recent unfavorable weather (hailstorms) compromised 
between 10-20% of the canned mandarin output this season. There is a general industry 
concern based on market uncertainty due to the rising energy cost, the overall degrading 
financial conditions, the ongoing sea, and land logistic disruptions, and the retail demand for 
canned fruit after retail prices are increasing by 25% on average in Europe. The reference 
price for Spanish canned mandarin is fancy quality, max. 5% broken-in light syrup is €19.50 
($20.04) per 24x11oz carton this season, up 20% from last season and up 40% compared 
with quotes in 2020. 

COCONUT 

There is normal supply for this time of year, but demand is down slightly. The decrease in 
demand is from China and lower coconut milk manufacturing.  Many expected increased 
demand for fresh young coconuts from China as they emerged from extended Covid 
lockdowns. However, the demand isn’t materializing as expected due to China’s commitment 
to its zero-tolerance policy and slow re-openings as new cases are detected. The decrease in 
demand is also attributed to slower-than-expected coconut milk manufacturing as the need 
for exports drop significantly. It’s now a good time to reserve volume as packers are eager to 
get orders. 

 

 

 



 

MANGO 

Peru is the fourth largest exporter of mangoes in the world, especially of the Haden, Tommy 
Atkins, Kent (fresh), and Edward (frozen) types. The season begins in Piura, the country’s 
main producing region. The season kicked off in Week 46 and is expected to last until Week 
12 of 2023. 

The season starts with “Edward” variety, whose harvest begins in late October/early 
November and ends in the first half of January. It is followed by “Kent” variety for the months 
from December till March, “Haden” variety from March to May and “Tommy Atkins” variety 
from March to July. 

The expectation is that the total volumes for this season will meet the projections. Yet, it is 
probable that some parts of Peru have less performance due to low temperatures, but that 
should not affect the overall product supply and will not lead to a price increase. In general 
packers are anticipating a good Mango season. Peruvian exporters, however, continue to 
battle with high freight prices and a lack of containers which, as recently warned by the 
Peruvian Association of Producers and Exporters of Mango (APEM), continues to be a 
concern for the new campaign. 

 

ARTICHOKE  

At the moment the Artichoke season in Peru is at its peak. The crop is satisfactory with 
volumes and quality meeting the forecast. While at the beginning the focus is on the bigger 
sizes, during mid-season the main crop consists mostly of smaller ones, switching to the 
smallest being harvested towards the end of the season. 

The logistic challenges remain and are the main concern of producers. The ocean freight 
hasn’t reduced as anticipated and the lack of 20’ container equipment makes exports even 
more difficult. The situation is expected to become even direr as the end of the year 
approaches. This is when most of the exports from Peru take place and the lack of space 
increases. 

 

 



 

PINEAPPLE 

Fruit price went down to around THB 6.20/kg but started to pick back up about 2 weeks ago. 
The current fruit price is around THB 7.70 – 8.00/kg. 

In terms of quantity, supply has remained constant at around 4,500 mt/day which is 
considered not a big quantity compared to the normal situation at around 6,000 mt/day. 
From the forecast, the quantity shall remain at this level throughout 1st quarter of 2023. At 
the end of the year, it is estimated that the overall tonnage for the industry will be around 
1.23 million tons for 2022. Apart from raw material prices that are affecting cost, packers 
are also facing higher costs due to packaging and labor which increased in October. 

MUSHROOMS 

There are many factors negatively impacting the Mushroom market – lower supply, 
increased costs, additional import duties, and increasing demand. Demand is up a little from 
the previous year, but supply is tight. Extended hot weather later in the year has negatively 
affected the beginning of the season and initial volumes. Pricing is increasing due to rising 
raw materials, packaging, and production costs. Increased fuel costs are the greatest factor 
influencing increased production costs. The newly imposed anti-dumping duties for 
European origins will affect demand as importers work to secure volumes from the countries 
and packers with the lowest applied anti-dumping rates. Demand for canned mushrooms is 
expected to increase in the coming months as consumers turn to healthier diets, tightened 
spending and at-home cooking. Buyers need to make quick decisions on new contracts to 
secure supply.  

 

OTHER NEWS 

 

THE EURO 

With the recent monetary policy trends, bank analysts expect a USD strength through Q1 
2023 and then come to a falling position from late 2023 to year of 2024. Overall, we see a 
mixed picture, although high inflation and interest rate increase can have negative effect, on 
the other hand, we still see good retail sales data and jobs growing. The slowdown may take 
longer than expected to be carried over to the consumer level. However, there is no doubt 



USD will be sensitive to any swings in interest rate change, economic data release and 
monetary policy trends. 

 

 

OCEAN FREIGHT AND SUPPLY CHAIN 

We are continuing to see the effects of high inventory levels that have been present in the US 
this fall and winter. With inventory so high, demand for vessel space – and the prices 
associated with those shipments – has fallen. These effects have been felt the most in 
transpacific shipping lanes but are starting to be observed around the globe. 

The last several months, we have been watching shipments to the US West Coast from Asia 
approach pre-covid lows. Shipments that route to the US Central and East Coast regions were 
holding on to remnants of their crisis-level highs until recently, where we are starting to see 
some of the same lows as we have been seeing in the west coast. 

There have been expectations that freight rates between the EU and South America to the US 
would drop as well. No one seems to know how much or how fast this would happen. And 
until recently the reductions have been just a trickle here and there.  
The last couple of weeks however we have been seeing some promising changes. Our latest 
prices from the Mediterranean indicate the first significant price drop since covid. There is 
not enough data to suggest whether this is a one-time downward bump or the start of a new 
trend, but we have our fingers crossed for the latter, stay tuned for more! 

Finding consistent, good rates out of Peru has been a steady challenge for ACME and our 
partners. We have had to work to realize the good prices we get quoted. The pressure is 
starting to ease up though: our rates are decreasing, and vessel space is becoming more 
available. This is reminiscent of the changes we saw between western Asia and the US 4 
months ago, but also quite new. ACME is looking forward to seeing how these new trends in 
the EU and SA develop. We have high hopes for a new, more reasonable, normal. 

Please note that US side congestion continues to be a costly problem. The same capacity 
constraints we have been seeing the last quarter in receiving drayers, chassis, container 
yards, warehouses and the rail infrastructure continue to exist. The systems and personnel 
that drive these processes are getting better at handling the strain. But make no mistake, 
every day hard-working people around the country are navigating systems that are being 
pushed to their limits. 
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Oilseeds/Vegetable Oils 
 

Soybeans/SBO: SB (Jan) ↓ 3 ¼ (0.3%). SBO ↑ 335 points (5.6%). 
BRAZIL: Cordonnier est. production at 151 MMT with a neutral bias. Soybeans 97% planted. 
ARGENTINA: SB planting pace well behind LY due to historic drought. Only 50% of that crop 
is planted; LY pace was 68%.  
Cordonnier est. crop lowered again to 45 MMT with a lower bias. 
Palm Oil:  March FOB ↓ $25/ton (2.6%). 
Malaysia: Analyst Dorab Mistry is forecasting PO to trade in a range of 3,500 to 5,000 rgt. 
The current market is around 3,900. Not all that helpful!  
Indo: Gov’t said to be considering increasing their fuel blend to 35% palm-based biodiesel 
(B35) starting in January 2023. The current blend requirement is B30. They may also 
consider moving to B40 later in the year. 
Rapeseed/Canola Oil: Jan futures ↓ $9.10/MT (1%). 
Canadian canola crush running ahead of LY by 4.6%, but still 3.9% below the 3-yr avg. 
Exports are also ahead of last year by 20.8%, but 12.7% behind the 3-year average. 
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Higher in Price: 

 
Lower in Price: 
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Beef Market 

661k was the harvest last week and 665,000 is the call this week with a winter weather 
disclaimer. Cold snowy weather is expected to hit the Midwest and has the potential to 
curtail production. Any downtime could possibly be made up on Saturday depending on the 
severity of the weather event. Looking down the road, the semiannual cattle inventory 
report will be released Friday 1/31, and will give an updated look at the whole cattle 
pipeline. Closer in, analysts are forecasting 3.5% fewer cattle on feed as on Jan 1, 2023, in 
the monthly cattle on feed report released this Friday. As a note, at the end of December, 
the census department released their most recent figures showing the US population grew 
by 1.2 million people and now stands at 333,287,555. The larger population will figure into 
the per capita availability of all proteins now and in the future. Regarding this week, ribs 
are seeing weakness, loins are seeing sustained retail action, and grinds are supported 
especially if the weather comes to pass as expected. End cuts are mostly steady with a few 
prompts here and there. 

a. Rounds –steady/lower 
b. Chucks – steady/lower 
c. Ribs – steady/lower 
d. Loins – steady/higher 
e. Grinds – steady 

 



 

 

  
 

  
  

                



 

 

  



 

 

 
 
 
Pork Market 
 
The same weather advisory applies to the pork market. Overall, the pork cutout is down about 5% since 
Jan 1. With the harvest schedules normalizing there seems to be plenty of product available and as a 
result most items are steady with discounting varying packer to packer. Hams are seeing the usual surge 
in demand pre-Easter and continue to enjoy export demand particularly to Mexico. Bellies are called 
steady but are attracting interest after recent declines. The out-front pork report shows typical load 
counts for this time of year and no one item shows any unusual activity. 
 

a. Butts –steady 
b. Ribs – steady 
c. Trimmings – steady/higher 
d. Loins – steady 
e. Bellies – steady 
f. Hams – steady/higher 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 



 

 

  



 

 

 
 
Chicken Market  
 
 
 
 Whole broiler/fryer prices are trending steady for all sizes. Supplies are at least moderate 
for current needs. Retail and food service demand is light to moderate entering the 
weekend. Processing schedules are normal. Floor stocks are balanced. Market activity is 
slow to moderate. In the parts structure, prices are steady for breasts meat items and 
tenders. Dark meat items are steady to weak, wings are steady to instances firm, and the 
remainder of parts are steady. Supplies are moderate to heavy for dark meat items. Wings 
are light to moderate with jumbo sizes in a better position, and all other parts are 
moderate. Demand is light to at times moderate for all parts. Market activity is moderate. In 
production areas, live supplies are moderate. Weights are mixed, but mostly desirable. 
 
Export  
Market Highlights:  
 
Trading is steady. The market 
is steady. Demand is moderate 
to good, with a slight increase 
in interest noted. Dark meat 
items are steady at best. 
Supplies are moderate to 
heavy. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Turkey Market  

DOMESTIC MARKET HIGHLIGHTS  

The market on frozen 8-16 lb. hens and 16-24 lb. toms is steady with a firm undertone. 
Demand light to moderate. Frozen domestic processor offerings of Grade A 8-16 lb. hens 
and 16-24 lb. toms are light to moderate. Frozen Grade A basted equivalent processor 
offering prices on a national basis for 8-16 lb. hens are 164.00-179.00 FOB and 16-24 lb. 
toms at 164.00-179.00 cents FOB for current deliveries. No trading was reported.  

The white meat markets are steady to weak. The scapula market is steady to weak, balance 
of white trims is steady. Demand light. White meat offerings are light to moderately heavy 
mostly moderate to moderately heavy; frozen scapula is moderate to moderately heavy, 
and the balance of white trims is light. The Grade A 4-8 lb. and 8-10 lb. bone-in breast 
markets are steady to weak. Demand light. Offerings are mostly moderate. The market for 
institutional-sized breasts is steady. Demand light to moderate. Offerings light. The tom 
drum and 2-joint wing markets are steady, tom full-cut wings, and tom necks steady to 
weak. Demand light. Offerings of tom drums are light to moderate, tom full-cut wings, and 
tom necks moderate too moderately heavy. The thigh meat market is steady to barely 
steady. Demand light. Offerings moderate. The mechanically separated turkey market is 
steady. Demand and offerings are light to moderate. Trading slow.   

EXPORT MARKET HIGHLIGHTS  
 Trading slow. The market is mostly steady. Demand light. Offerings light to moderate. 
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Seafood Global Market Report 2023 – By Type (Crustaceans, Fish, Other Seafood), By 

Distribution Channel (Supermarkets/Hypermarkets, Convenience Stores, E-Commerce, 

Other Distribution Channels), By Product Type (Frozen, Dried, Smoked, Canned, Other 

Product Types), By Nature (Organic, Conventional), By Source (Marine, Inland) – Market 

Size, Trends, And Global Forecast 2023-2032 

https://www.thebusinessresearchcompany.com/report/seafood-global-market-

report#:~:text=The%20global%20seafood%20market%20grew,least%20in%20the%20s

hort%20term. 

 

Seafood meat products are defined as food products that are slaughtered and used for human 

consumption by processing and preserving seafood meat by smoking, salting, fermenting, or 

adding any chemicals. 

The main types of seafood are crustaceans, fish, and other seafood. A crustacean is a type of 

animal that lives in water and has a hard shell and multiple pairs of legs. Crustaceans include 

lobsters, shrimp, and crabs. The different types of products include frozen, dried, smoked, 

canned, and Other Distribution Channels and have both organic and conventional nature. It 

is originated from various sources such as marine, and inland and is distributed through 

several channels including supermarkets/hypermarkets, convenience stores, e-commerce, 

Other Distribution Channels. 

The seafood research report is one of a series of new reports from The Business Research 

Company that provides seafood statistics, including the seafood industry’s global market 

size, regional shares, competitors with seafood share, detailed seafood segments, market 

https://www.thebusinessresearchcompany.com/report/seafood-global-market-report%23:~:text=The%20global%20seafood%20market%20grew,least%20in%20the%20short%20term.
https://www.thebusinessresearchcompany.com/report/seafood-global-market-report%23:~:text=The%20global%20seafood%20market%20grew,least%20in%20the%20short%20term.
https://www.thebusinessresearchcompany.com/report/seafood-global-market-report%23:~:text=The%20global%20seafood%20market%20grew,least%20in%20the%20short%20term.


trends and opportunities, and any further data you may need to thrive in the seafood 

industry. This seafood research report delivers a complete perspective of everything you 

need, with an in-depth analysis of the current and future scenario of the industry. 

The global seafood market grew from $250.02 billion in 2022 to $269.34 billion in 2023 at a 

compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 7.7%. The Russia-Ukraine war disrupted the 

chances of global economic recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic, at least in the short term. 

The war between these two countries has led to economic sanctions on multiple countries, a 

surge in commodity prices, and supply chain disruptions, causing inflation across goods and 

services and affecting many markets across the globe. The seafood market is expected to 

grow to $349.55 billion in 2027 at a CAGR of 6.7%. 

The world's population is growing and is expected to reach 10 billion by 2050. An increase 

in the population creates more demand for food. According to "The Agricultural Outlook" by 

the OECD and FAO, global cereal production is projected to increase by 13% by 2027. Crop 

production, farming activities, and trade volumes will have to increase in order to meet the 

increased population. Therefore, companies in this market are expected to benefit from the 

rising demand for food and beverage products, including the seafood manufacturing market, 

due to the rising population during the forecast period. 

The outbreak of COVID-19 disease (COVID-19) has acted as a massive restraint on the 

seafood manufacturing market in 2020 as supply chains were disrupted due to trade 

restrictions and consumption declined due to lockdowns imposed by governments globally. 

COVID-19 is an infectious disease with flu-like symptoms including fever, cough, and 

difficulty breathing. The virus was first identified in 2019 in Wuhan, Hubei province of the 

People’s Republic of China, and has spread globally, including Western Europe, North 

America, and Asia. Food and beverage manufacturers depend on the supply of raw materials 

from domestic and international suppliers. As many governments restricted the movement 

of goods across countries and locally, manufacturers had to halt production due to a lack of 

raw materials. Also, restrictions on the trade of non-essential goods and fear of 

contamination through manufacturing facilities contributed to the decline. The outbreak had 

a negative impact on businesses throughout 2020 and into 2021. However, it is expected that 

the seafood manufacturing market will recover from the shock over the forecast period as it 

is a "black swan" event and not related to ongoing or fundamental weaknesses in the market 

or the global economy. 

Fish processing establishments are using high-pressure processing (HPP) technology to 

improve operational efficiency. HPP is a non-thermal technology in which the fish is 

submerged in a liquid placed in a pressure vessel and uses pressures of about 6000 times 

the average air pressure at sea level to pasteurize fish meat. High-pressure processing 

replaces the need for heating fish produce and chemicals are used for fish preservation. It 

increases yield by 20–50% and saves processing time and costs. HPP effectively kills 



microbes and extends the shelf life of the processed fish by 2 to 4 times without adversely 

affecting its freshness, flavor, color, texture, and nutritional value. HPP technologies 

developed by Avure Technologies, and Food Science Australia are being widely used in fish 

processing. The Seafood Company, a Singapore-based company, is using HPP technology for 

seafood processing. 

Major companies in the seafood market include Mowi ASA, Thai Union Group PCL, Austevoll 

Seafood, Maruha Nichiro Corporation, Trident Seafoods Corporation., The Kraft Heinz 

Company, High Liner Foods, Young’s Seafood Ltd., Nichimo Co Ltd., and Nichirei Corporation. 

Asia-Pacific was the largest region in the seafood market in 2022. Western Europe was the 

second-largest region in the seafood market. The regions covered in the seafood market 

report include Asia-Pacific, Western Europe, Eastern Europe, North America, South America, 

the Middle East, and Africa. 

The countries covered in the seafood market are Argentina; Australia; Austria; Belgium; 

Brazil; Canada; Chile; China; Colombia; Czech Republic; Denmark; Egypt; Finland; France; 

Germany; Hong Kong; India; Indonesia; Ireland; Israel; Italy; Japan; Malaysia; Mexico; 

Netherlands; New Zealand; Nigeria; Norway; Peru; Philippines; Poland; Portugal; Romania; 

Russia; Saudi Arabia; Singapore; South Africa; South Korea; Spain; Sweden; Switzerland; 

Thailand; Turkey; UAE; UK; USA; Venezuela; Vietnam. 

The seafood market consists of sales of frozen crustaceans’ meat, fresh/ chilled crustaceans 

meat, canned crustaceans meat, frozen fish meat, fresh/ chilled fish meat, canned fish meat, 

and other seafood meat. Establishments known as floating factory ships that gather and 

process seafood into canned seafood products are also included in this industry. The 

companies in the industry package and distribute their products through various 

distribution channels to both individual customers and commercial establishments. Values 

in this market are ‘factory gate’ values, that is the value of goods sold by the manufacturers 

or creators of the goods, whether to other entities (including downstream manufacturers, 

wholesalers, distributors, and retailers) or directly to end customers. The value of goods in 

this market includes related services sold by the creators of the goods. 

The market value is defined as the revenues that enterprises gain from the sale of goods 

and/or services within the specified market and geography through sales, grants, or 

donations in terms of the currency (in USD, unless otherwise specified). 

The revenues for a specified geography are consumption values that are revenues generated 

by organizations in the specified geography within the market, irrespective of where they 

are produced. It does not include revenues from resales along the supply chain, either further 

along the supply chain or as part of other products. 

The global seafood market is segmented - 



1) By Type: Crustaceans, Fish, Other Seafood   

2) By Distribution Channel: Supermarkets/Hypermarkets, Convenience Stores,  

      E-Commerce, Other Distribution Channels     

3) By Product Type: Frozen, Dried, Smoked, Canned, or  Other Product Types   

4) By Nature: Organic, Conventional     

5) By Source: Marine, Inland     

 

 

Board of Fisheries to consider 15 options to protect Bristol Bay’s Nushagak King Salmon  

By 

 Isabelle Ross, KDLG - Dillingham 

November 30, 2022  

The Alaska Department of Fish and Game published a draft plan last week to address the 
struggling Nushagak king salmon run. At the statewide Bristol Bay finfish meeting this week, 
the Board of Fisheries will decide which of those tools to put into an action plan. There could 
be significant restrictions to fishing in the Nushagak District, and that could have widespread 
impacts on the entire fishery. 

The Nushagak River is on the west side of the commercial fishery. It’s the last place in Bristol 
Bay where the state still counts king salmon. In recent years, sockeye runs have boomed 
while king runs have dropped. That’s created a problem for managers, who are tasked with 
providing fishing opportunities for sockeye and controlling that escapement while also 
preserving the kings. 

The plan organizes potential actions into three sections: commercial, sport, & subsistence. 
The actions range from continuing management under the status quo to closing the fishery 
until a certain date. The department lists the benefits and downsides of each action.  

The commercial fishing division says several of its recommendations could protect kings but 
that fishermen would lose out economically. It also says some actions could push fishermen 
into other districts in the fishery. 

In October, the state designated Nushagak king salmon as a stock of concern because it has 
failed to meet the in-river goal of 95,000 fish for five of the last six years. This action plan is 

https://alaskapublic.org/author/isabelle-ross/
https://www.adfg.alaska.gov/static/regulations/regprocess/fisheriesboard/pdfs/2022-2023/bb/Nushagak%20King%20Salmon%20Action%20Plan.pdf


the result of that listing. If the king salmon run meets its minimum escapement goal for three 
years in a row and is expected to continue, the department can remove the designation. 

The public will have the chance to weigh in on the plan during the Board of Fish meeting, 
which started Tuesday at the Dena’ina Center in Anchorage. The meeting is also live-
streamed. 

To see the proposed plan and continue the article: 

https://alaskapublic.org/2022/11/30/board-of-fish-to-consider-15-options-to-protect-

bristol-bays-nushagak-king-salmon-runs/ 

Get in touch with the author at izzy@kdlg.org or 907-842-2200.  

https://www.adfg.alaska.gov/index.cfm?adfg=fisheriesboard.meetinginfo&date=11-29-2022&meeting=anchorage
https://www.adfg.alaska.gov/index.cfm?adfg=fisheriesboard.meetinginfo&date=11-29-2022&meeting=anchorage
https://alaskapublic.org/2022/11/30/board-of-fish-to-consider-15-options-to-protect-bristol-bays-nushagak-king-salmon-runs/
https://alaskapublic.org/2022/11/30/board-of-fish-to-consider-15-options-to-protect-bristol-bays-nushagak-king-salmon-runs/
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